Abstract-This is the new concept to transform the Coefficient of polynomial equation to another set of coefficient to make the roots in between a particular interval by which any person can easily identify how many real roots, after plotting the equation in a graph of x axis having the desired range by compressing the curve.
I. INTRODUCTION
If each coefficient is linear to a variable, then we can substitute another variable to get another equation to that variable. If we design the variable as a function such a way that it cannot exceed certain limits, then we can bring the roots in between an interval which compresses the curve for plotting.
II. DERIVATION
Following derivation is the new concept to transform the Coefficient of + * + * + * + ⋯ + * into another set of + * + * + * + ⋯ + * so that we can either minimize the coefficient of = 0 where = 1 − 1, to obtain the roots or same can also be used to transform the roots to a particular interval by which any person can easily identify how many real roots, after plotting the equation in a graph of x axis having the desired range.
Let ( ) = ( + * + * + * + ⋯ + * ) * + ( + * + * + * + ⋯ + * ) * + ( + * + * + * + ⋯ + * ) * + ⋯ + ( + * + * + * + ⋯ + * ) = 0
Then ( ) * ( − ) = ( ) = ( + * + * + * + ⋯ + * ) * + ( + * + * + * + ⋯ + * ) * + (
Divide the coefficient of and get all coefficient of where = 0. Then you will have coefficient of is After substituting those variables, resolve ( ) = 0 and Let them are , , … ,
Let ( ) = + * + * + * + ⋯ + * = 0 where and are not zero.
Now regroup the multiplication to have for every instead of , I.e.
and each is a solution of ( ), we can substitute Hence ( ) * ( ) * ( ) * … * ( ) can substitute and get another polynomial of same degree but with different coefficient. Since there are variables of and we can find and which will make these coefficient to zero and thereby can be used to resolve polynomial equations.
Let us see whether Same concept also can be extended to have ( ) * ( + * + * + * + ⋯ + * ) − which leads to <= + * ( ) * ( ) * ( * ( ) * ( )) which means < 1 which means cannot be > 2.
Hence coefficient transformation to the concept of ( ) * ( + * + * + * + ⋯ + * ) − ( + * + * + * + ⋯ + * ) = (
( + * + * + * + ⋯ + * ) is possible when ≤ 2 and by extending the same approach which we did in the beginning, then we will have in general, the following transformation
The equation * * * ⋯ * * * * ⋯ * * ( ) * ( ) * … * ( ) = 0 can have
As substitution when ≤ 2 is possible, and after substituting, it will have same degree of ( ).
Similarly the same concept can also be extended to have the equation to the following form, * * * ⋯ * * * * ⋯ ISSN: 2231-5373 http://www.ijmttjournal.org
As substitution and after substituting, it will have same degree of ( ). Since it is the same degree of ( ), we could transform the Coefficient of + * + * + * + ⋯ + * into another set of + * + * + * + ⋯ + * so that we can either minimize the coefficient of = 0 where = 1 − 1, to obtain the roots or same can also be used to transform the roots to a particular interval by which any person can easily identify how many real roots, after plotting the equation in a graph of x axis having the desired range.
Let us go back to original derivation and explain the derivation with following example. Let = = 1.
Divide the coefficient of and get all coefficient of where = 1 0.
= * + , and coefficient of
After substituting z and equating coefficient of = * + , , you will get
Then comparing coefficient of , and from left hand side to right hand side will lead into * 
Since * will have = + as substitution, then * = = + will have + as root and forming z * will have root as = = since is always in between − and + , Hence we can plot z * into the graph to know where it crosses x axis in zero, irrespective of larger root of .
After getting each which crosses zero, then we can get = ± * * from and one of the root will satisfy = 0 and another root will satisfy = 0
Since from the graph, it will give all real roots in between − and + , any person can easily identify how many real roots the equation has.
Hence the transformation, z * * * * * * = ( ) = 0 will bring all the real roots in between − and + and Plotting ( ) = 0 can easily identify how many real roots the equation has with the x axis crossing zero in between − and + .
Another advantage is that since every root is in between − and + , again applying transformation of ( ) * (− ) = ( ) which will have = z as substitution. This will make every root is in between and + . Hence the transformation y * * * * * * * * * * * * = ( ) = 0 will make every root in between and . In this case coefficient of y can be easily judged whether all are real roots. Since every root cannot be greater than ¼ and less than 0, maximum absolute value of coefficient of y will not exceed the binomial coefficient of
Hence Coefficient of y won't be lesser than and greater than 0 and in general coefficient of y is in between 0 and * (−4) . If the condition is not satisfied, then the equation has imaginary roots.
If you don't want to have more multiplications and since the transformation, z * * * * * * = ( ) = 0 which will bring all the real roots in between − and + , again applying = − which will bring transformation of y + * * * * * * = * * * * ( ) * * * * ( ) * = 0, will have roots in between -1 and 0. Since every root cannot be lesser than -1 and greater than 0, maximum absolute value of coefficient of y will not exceed the binomial coefficient of ( + 1) = . Hence in general coefficient of y is in between 0 and . If the condition is not satisfied, then the equation has imaginary roots.
Same can also be extended for any polynomial function ( ) having degree r to compress the curve to get the roots to desired range between and , then (2 * y − − ) * = ( ) = 0 will be the transformation.
